OUR PRODUCT
Tested, Proven, Reliable
The Equivizor fly mask was designed and produced in Australia and was

Equivizor UK

found to be highly effective when tested by local horse owners. This
product is now available in the UK and Ireland. The innovative
design of the EQUIVIZOR fly mask also helps to avoid lightinduced Head Shaking!

The mask stays off the horse’s eyes



3 strategically located darts create a cantilever to lift the
mesh



Where to buy the Equivizor mask?
Visit our online shop
Website : www.equivizor.co.uk
Facebook Friends find us at
https://www.facebook.com/EquivizorUK

Soft EVA lining shades the eyes

Our assortments also include:


Highly ventilated for maximum comfort



UV proof PVC mesh for maximum UV protection

Reliable, snuggly fit

EQUIVIZOR Transport – Head protection for horses
EQUIVIZOR Recovery- Recovery mask for horses
EQUIVIZOR Racing – Racing mask for horses
EQUIVIZOR Fly mask – dark and light tinted



Adjustable Velcro closure under the chin



Two additional, adjusting straps



Well covered opening for mane to stick out



Nose flap cushioned with soft EVA to stay stable in wind
and to protect against sun and UV

Available in four variations

-

With nose and ear protection

-

With nose protection

-

With ear protection

-

Standard

EQUAMNIMITY – Relax gel for horses

Lower Stunts Green Farm
Stunts Green
Herstmonceux , East Sussex
BN27 4PN
Phone: 01323 831710
E-mail address:
info@equivizor.co.uk
Equivizor suppliers to the UK and
Ireland

Fly Mask

The mask flies learned to hate

Tell head shaking good-bye !

Lord of the flies!

No Way In !!

Shadowing protects the eyes

Prevent your horse from being tortured

The main task of any fly
mask is to not let any flies
in, This can only be assured
by a design that shows no
openings – even when the
horse is moving its head
abruptly and heavily.

Three strategically located darts create a cantilever
to lift the EVA liner and the outer mesh. The EVA
lining acts as a barrier against the heat of the sun
while promoting a sustainable level of air flow
around the eye region. This soft EVA lining prevents
laceration of the cornea, insulates the forehead and
shades the eyes. This way, light-induced head
shaking is prevented. Naturally, only UV proof mesh
is used in the construction of the mask. Additional
holes in the EVA allow excellent ventilation.

The EQUIVIZOR fly mask is Available in
four different styles.
-

These masks come in a range of sizes
-

The EQUIVIZOR Fly mask was designed in Australia
– in the land that knows even the most aggressive
of flies, trying to make use of even the smallest
opening to get in. The EQUIVIZOR Fly mask was
designed to deprive flies of any chances.

Standard
With ear protection
With nose protection
With ear and nose protection

Foal
Pony
Cob
Full
X-large/Full

What size for your horse? You will find a
sizing guideline and more additional
information on our web page

The Velcro closure under the chin and the
additional straps with adjustable fast
release closures ensure an excellent fitting

www.equivizor.co.uk
If you would like to know what others think of
our masks visit our website and enter the
comments section to find reviews of our
product.
The inside of the nose flap is strengthened
with EVA aswell. This ensures the flap does
not lift in stronger winds and additionally,
the horse’s nose is protected from sunburn
and UV- rays.

The mask with ear protection allows a
wide but covered and tight opening for the
horses’ mane.

“I bought one for my old pony, Genie, who
suffers from uveitis and struggles in bright
sunlight. Although she has had special masks
before, the design of this one is great as the visor
really does significantly reduce the amount of
light that enters her eyes. She comes in from the
field feeling and looking much more comfortable.
The mask is fully adjustable and so fits very
nicely too.” By Rhona S.

